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Sir Chandrasekhara V. Raman

Discovery year: 1928

Raman won the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1930 for this discovery 
accomplished using sunlight, a 
narrow band photographic filter to 
create monochromatic light and a 
"crossed" filter to block this 
monochromatic light. He found that 
light of changed frequency passed 
through the "crossed" filter.



What Exactly Is Being 
Measured?

METHANE

When Light hits a sample, 
It is excited, and is forced 
to vibrate and move. It is 
these vibrations which we 
are measuring. 





Energy Scheme for Photon Scattering

拉曼散射光谱示意图
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Raman Spectrum
A Raman spectrum is a plot of the intensity of Raman scattered radiation as a 
function of its frequency difference from the incident radiation (usually in units of 
wavenumbers, cm-1). This difference is called the Raman shift.

Raman Spectrum of CCl4











Applications:







Why use SERS?

High sensitivity

Specificity

Valuable tool for analyzing mixtures

Low-power lasers and low magnification optics 

are suitable to acquire SERS spectra in very short 

acquisition times (typical ~10 s). 

Many applications—biochemistry, chemical 

manufacturing, environmental detection, forensics.





Minireview of the applications and challenges in nanohole arrays 

Schematic diagram of SERS















“Applications of Reproducible SERS Substrates for Trace 
Level Detection” (sic – 300 ppm should read 300 ppb)



SERS mechanism

1.Electromagnetic induced mechanism 

2.Chemical induced mechanism 

Lightning rod effect model

surface mirror field model

Surface plasmon resonance model

mobile moving model

Charge transportation model
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The Raman effect comprises a very small fraction,
about 1 in 107 of the incident photons. 
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